For admission to study in programmes taught in the Czech language at FEE CTU, the applicants with the respective visa need to prove their knowledge of the Czech language corresponding to B1 CEFR level.

EXAM AND DATES

The exam is free of charge for those who have applied for study at FEE CTU; others will pay the fee of 2500,- CZK. Candidates applying for study at other CTU faculties are also kindly asked to check with the respective study departments whether our exam is suitable. The exam may take place on two consecutive days (written test on Day 1, oral exam on Day 2.)

You will be required to provide your visa on the day of the exam.

1. DATE:
5th September, 2022 (you can apply till 31st August, 2022)
In case there are too many people interested in taking the exam, another date may be offered later.
(We would like to ask the applicants for extra patience – the staff are on holiday in July and August, and thus replies to e-mails may take more time than usual. Thank you for your understanding.)

HOW EXAM REGISTRATION WORKS
- Send an e-mail to pinkojit@fel.cvut.cz; the subject should state “CESTINA B1”
- In the e-mail, please include your full name (as given in your documents) and your date of birth
- You will receive a confirmation e-mail with detailed information

We highly recommend using a neutral e-mail address for communication (a Czech one, e. g. (at) seznam.cz or (at) email.cz, or an international mailing service, with a neutral username). Messages from Russian, Ukrainian, etc. mail servers or usernames with problematic words often end up as spam; you could also have problems with receiving our messages.